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Use of OSEMs for VIS
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OSEMs introduction
In order to monitor the movement of the suspended bodies and damp the 
mechanical resonances, the payload has Optical Sensor and Electro-
Magnetic actuators (OSEMs). The payload contains six OSEMs mounted 
on the IRM which are used for sensing and  controlling the rigid-body 
motions in six DoFs (longitudinal, transverse, vertical, pitch, roll and yaw) 
at the IM level.
And at the mirror stage the sensing is done by the Oplev (Optical lever) 
and the actuation is done by 4 Coil-Magnet actuators on the RM to control 
three DoFs (longitudinal, pitch and yaw) of the mirror.

Disposition of the OSEM 
flags at the IM level.
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OSEM location

OSEMs at the IM.

Coil-actuators at the RM.
(No local sensor)
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OSEMs in detail

The OSEM is a shadow sensor and coil-magnet actuator. The sensing part 
consists of an LED (Optek OP232), a photodiode (Hamamatsu S1223-01), a 
collimation lens, and an aluminum flag which shadows the light emitted from the 
LED. The optics are fixed to the OSEM body which is attached to the IRM, while 
the flag is attached to the IM. The movement of the flag along the longitudinal 
axis changes the amount of light reaching the photodiode and thus one can 
detect the relative displacement between the OSEM body and the flag. The flag 
also contains a permanent magnet inside and the force can be applied by an 
actuator coil wounded on the OSEM body. 
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Control loop for IM and TM

The sensor signal about a DoF is fed back to the actuator 
about the corresponding DoF (for example: longitudinal to 
longitudinal), and thus the control system has nine 
individual control loops.
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Sensor noise couplings of the payload damping control.

The OSEM position sensor typically has the noise level of                         in the 
detection band of gravitational waves. The sensor noise induces mirror 
displacement noise much larger than the acceptable level. Therefore the control 
loops should be opened in the observation phase.

Sensor noise coupling

After the lock acquisition of the 
interferometer, the sensor 
signals are replaced by the 
signals from the Wave-Front 
Sensors (WFS), which use the 
interferometer beam as a 
reference and have better 
sensitivity.
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Actuation efficiency

The actuation efficiency of the coil-magnet actuator changes as the permanent 
magnet is displaced with respect to the coil. 

The actuator provides the maximum efficiency at the point 6.2 mm from the coil 
center. The OSEM flag is designed so that the nominal position of the flag 
providing the maximum sensitivity of the shadow sensor coincides with the 
position giving the maximum actuation efficiency.
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OSEM calibration procedure 1
Preparation:

Set a dummy OSEM Flag on a translation stage and then move the knob to the 
initial position, which means moving the OSEM Flag to 5 [mm]. Write down the 
data of the OSEM reading (counts) at several points and move the dummy 
OSEM Flag until 10 [mm]. Note: Take more data points in central part (linear 
range).
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Summarize the data in a table:

OSEM calibration procedure 2
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Write down the maximum output, which is 
the amount of counts taken with no OSEM 
Flag covering the LED inside the OSEM.

Plot the data with the 
position [mm] on the x-axis 
and the output [counts] of 
the OSEM on the y-axis. 

OSEM calibration procedure 3
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In order to measure the displacement in [m] at the digital system, we need to 
implement the calibration data into the Input-Filter block. So we need to set 
the OFFSET to the negative of half the Maximum Out- put of each OSEM. And 
set the gain to the calibration factor for each OSEM. The calibration factor is 
the reciprocal of the sensitivity measured before, but in [m] per count.

Example:

OSEM calibration procedure 4
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Input Filter with default values

OSEM calibration procedure 5
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OSEM calibration 5

Input Filter with final values.

This means that when the OSEM flag is at the nominal position, the reading will 
be zero counts. And it will have a non-zero output in aproximate [m] of distance 
from the middle point.
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Tasks

(1) Check the OSEMs for SRM and assemble more if necessary.

(2) Calibration of the OSEMs for SRM.

(3) Measure the noise level of the OSEMs before fix them to the 
IRM of the SRM.
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Next Lectures

● GAS Filters details. ◯

● FFTs, windowing, aliasing, 
leakage, … ◯

● Use of diaggui. ◯

● Transfer Functions (TF).◯

● OSEMs details by Enzo and 
Oplev details by Terrence.◯

● Payload modelling by Kozu.

● Inverted pendulum modelling.

● Explanation of Medm 
screens in general for VIS.

● Explanation about OSEMs.

● RTM implementation 
(Simulink).

Plan for next weeks: Suggestions for next weeks?
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Bibliography

● Low frequency vibration isolation system for Large Scale Gravitational Wave Detectors by T. 
Sekiguchi.

● OSEM calibration procedure.

You can get these and more documents from the KAGRA wiki page:

http://gwwiki.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/JGWwiki/KAGRA/Subgroups/VIS/Introduction
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